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PART ONE: Setting up of rehearsals and pre-workthrough skills and knowledge

PART TWO: Rehearsal patterns and incorporating research and skills

PART THREE: What do you actually do in each of the workthrough stages; and what variations to workthroughs are there?








The first stages of rehearsals before working through the play.


A. The first meeting (the readthrough?)

Depending on the length of your play you may need four hours for this first session, which might include:

introductions of the creative team and the cast;

a brief introduction to the production and the ideas behind the production by you;





an outline of the working pattern of the rehearsal and production period;






1. What is essential to do before working through the play: what skills, knowledges and rehearsal languages and etiquettes do you need to establish?

1.	the work of a voice or movement person
2.	an introduction to the structure and possibilities of the language – iambic pentameter, cesuras, feminine endings etc
3.	what tools do you give to the actors – eg actioning, laban efforts; or the 6 W’s; and so what rehearsal language to you establish?
4.	the world of the play – both original play and your production;
5.   have you asked the actors to do any pre-rehearsal research such as the four lists: facts about their character; what do you say about yourself; what do you say about others; what do others say about you; the facts of your character? Do you share this as a company?


Principles underlying these decsions:

1. What tools do you give to the actors to enable them to have skills/make choices/take responsibility for themselves
2. How does that translate into what you can ask the actors to prepare and research between rehearsals – the more skills/tools you give the actors at the beginning the more you can expect them to do outside the rehearsal room, so the more actual working time you end up with.

Examples of possible work between rehearsal calls for actors might be:

1.	actors asking themselves the 6Ws and establishing what has happened since their character’s last appearance; 
2.	asking the actors to note distinctive language points: eg differences in line lengths, prose and blank verse etc. and bring those observations to the rehearsal room; 
3.	asking them to action or unit their scenes beforehand; 
4.	asking each actor to bring specific research to the scene: eg the today value of Elizabethan coinage.


C. How much time you spend on scene table-work in the rehearsal period?

Actual uniting and actioning and discovering the meaning of classical allusions etc.|


Discuss the relative merits of:
1.	Doing it all upfront for the whole play
2.	Doing it scene by scene, as you work through the play; 
3.	Giving parameters to the actors so they take responsibility for the background and language work themselves between rehearsal calls – so doing a ‘sample’ actioning/uniting session at the beginning?


C. What are ‘running skills’ and how do you plan them?

What skills sessions are you not able to plan upfront and that have to patterned through the rehearsal period? 

For example: 
1.	When do you have the first and second fight calls; do you establish the story of the fight (and therefore rehearse it) before you call in the fight director? 






1.	Working out time and workload

{This is illustrated by the ‘Steel Magnolias rehearsal pattern handout – see below}

Determine the number of pages of the play and the hours of rehearsal time available;

deduct time for the readthrough and model showing;

deduct time for the research or language pre-work;

deduct time spent for fights, choreography, other skills;

deduct time for runthoughs and notes and working time between runthroughs

deduct time for coffee breaks.

Divide the remaining hours available by the number of pages in the play.

Decide how many workthroughs you wish to do; and how long per page you wish to give for each workthrough.


1.	Planning your rehearsal pattern

{This is the ‘Template rehearsal schedule for A Play by Shakespeare at a regional rep’ handout – see below}







 What do you actually do?

1. Have you chosen to spend a lot of time on upfront table work?

Have you chosen two, three or four workthoughs on the grid?

What do you actually do in the first workthough; what should you plan to achieve by the end of the first workthrough;
what do you ask the actors to do/prepare/research for the next workthough?

What do you actually do in the second workthough;t what should you plan to achieve by the end of the second workthrough;
what do you ask the actors to do/prepare/research for the next workthough?

What do you actually do in the third workthough; what should you plan to achieve by the end of the third workthrough;
what do you ask the actors to do between the final workthrough and the first runthroughs?


A possible template for a three ‘stage’ workthrough pattern (even if more actual workthroughs):
1.	Introduce the actors to: the world of the scene, fold in the research and initial establishment of non-negotiable facts; establish the basic objectives and idea of the scene; physicalise it. Set the factual, textual and imaginative research for next time.
2.	Playful stage: allow the actors to explore different ways of playing the scene and possibilities, without the pressure of having to make decisions. Ideally off-book by this stage. This stage ideally would have two passes.
3.	Decision-making: agree on the overall shape of the scene, the shared and individual objectives and basic physical shape/parameters of the scene.

2. The discuss variations and embellishments to this pattern:

1.	Especially for stage two, consider secondary rehearsals with the DSM or assistant
2.	As a warm-up or at the end of calls factor in staggering two or three scenes together, even if unannounced beforehand: it ‘strings things together’ and gives actors the chance to ‘run’ without pressure of running.
3.	A fourth ‘staggered’ run: play a scene, note it, run it again, run through to the next scene, note it, run it, etc.


3. Runs and how to use them

1.	Give points of concentration for the whole run or different points for different scenes – stops them being generalised and fearful
2.	When to invite other creatives into the room – to pressure or not to pressure?
3.	How many runs are ideal before the tech period?


4. Notes and Work as necessary calls

1.	How to give notes: what are helpful and unhelpful notes? 
2.	When and what can you note and what do you need to work?
3.	Working out your ‘work as necessary’ from the notes call or beforehand? – what technical support do you need?
4.	When is it best to not give notes/to stop giving notes?
5.	Notes during the tech period.























Mon 12		1.30-5.30 Readthro, measurements etc.		4








































Thur 29		10-1 		2-5 Run	6-8 Notes		8

Fri 30			10-1 	WAN	2-5 Run	6-8 Notes		8

Sat 31			10-1 Run and notes					3

Total hours = 35		Working hours = 18

Total working hours = 78






1st workthrough @ ¾ hour per page 	= 	36 hours
									or vice versa
2nd workthrough @ ½ hour per page 	= 	24 hours







1st workthrough @ ½ hour per page 	= 	24 hours

2nd workthrough @ ½ hour per page 	= 	24 hours












Template rehearsal schedule for A Play by Shakespeare at a regional rep

You have five weeks’ rehearsal with a maximum of 40 hours per week = 200 hours’ rehearsal time.

You have to allow for:

 4 hours for a readthrough and model showing;

3 hours at least for preparatory work on verse and the play;

9 hours for fights, choreography, circus skills etc;

6 hours for staggerthroughs;

13 hours for coffee breaks (15 minutes for each 3 hour call, none for a two-hour call);

15 hours – five hours each – for 3 runthoughs followed by notes or work as necessary

You therefore have 150 hours workthough time.

The Penguin edition of A Midsummer Night’s Dream is 75 pages long;






	         10-1	          2-5	         6-8
Monday		1-5 Readthrough and model showing	






























































Total hours 40			Workthrough hours 15
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